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Please check the following link before attempting the worksheet
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SJxRURFkfOw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p3St51F4kE8

Q1.  Label different parts of the following plants. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q2.  Tick the correct option. 

I. I am found inside the fruit. I am 
a) seed  
b) flower  
c) leaf  

II. I am a herb. I am used to flavor food. 
a) paper  
b) rubber  
c) coriander  

III. I am used to make sugar. I am 
a) banana  
b) sugarcane  
c) cardamom  
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IV. I am a spice. I am used to cure toothache.  
a) cinnamon  
b) clove  
c) black pepper  

V. I am a dry fruit. I have very hard shell.  
a) walnut  
b) raisin  
c) gum  

VI. I am needed by human beings and animals to breathe  
a) carbon dioxide  
b) oxygen  
c) nitrogen  

VII. Paper is made from my pulp. I am  
a) bamboo tree  
b) mango tree  
c) neem tree  

VIII. We make hair dyes from this  
a) eucalyptus  
b) shisham  
c) henna  

IX. We get gum from this plant  
a) indigo  
b) acacia tree  
c) tulsi  

X. I am added to the soil to make plants grow well  
a) compost  
b) sand  
c) pebbles 

Q3.  Complete the crossword puzzle. 

 Down 

 1 .I have weak stem .I need support of other plants, sticks or walls to grow. 

 2. I carry water to the leaves.  

 3. I fix the plant to the soil. 

 4. I am the kitchen of the plant. 

 5. I am the national tree of India. 

 Across 

 1. I am sweet smelling. I am used to make perfumes, soaps, and bouquets. 

 2. My leaves are bitter. I am used to make medicines. 

 3. I have weak stem. I grow along the ground. 

 4. My life is very short. I am used to flavour food. 

 



 

Watermelon,      Neem,      Grapevine,       Roots,       Stem,       Banyan,       Rose,       Leaf,       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q4.  Draw a diagram of Photosynthesis

 

Grapevine,       Roots,       Stem,       Banyan,       Rose,       Leaf,       
Mint 

 

hotosynthesis. 
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